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Defining Santa  
Barbara style

The exotic sunroom in a 

downtown penthouse loft 

designed by ELIZABETH 

VALLINO INTERIORS.

Design
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City Dweller
Now that cool white modern interiors have become ubiquitous, a 
living space imbued with warm, vibrant color is a welcome—and 
welcoming—surprise. The exotic interior of a downtown penthouse 
designed by ELIZABETH VALLINO INTERIORS, in close collaboration 
with owner Elizabeth Batarse, is a spectacular example. With its 
mustard yellow kitchen and living room, aqua sunroom, and charcoal 
bedroom, the residence is a jewel box of rich, unabashed color. 

Transitioning between colored spaces can 
be jarring, but in this case, Vallino’s deft use 
of vintage architectural wood details makes 
the journey an exciting treasure hunt. An 
intricately carved antique wooden doorway 
from India frames the sunroom, where 
inlaid tables from Syria are strategically 
placed on animal-print rugs. Elegant custom 
wood Moucharaby paneled doors filter the 
light in the living room and guest bedroom, 
providing artful privacy. The walls of the 
master bedroom are covered in sumptuous 
charcoal wallpaper from Jim Thompson and 
are adorned with antique Japanese hand-
painted wood panels. 

The effect is at once urban and urbane. 
“It’s not necessarily a place you’d expect to 
find in Santa Barbara,” says Vallino. “It feels 
more like a flat in Paris, London, or New 
York. It’s very cosmopolitan.” Batarse, clearly 
an ecstatic client, sums it up simply: “I think 
it depicts me. I think it is me.” 726 Anacapa St., 
Santa Barbara, 805-451-4441. L . D .  P O R T E R 

E L I Z A B E T H VA L L I N O I N T E R I O R S . C O M

“It’s not 
necessarily a 
place you’d 
expect to find in 
Santa Barbara. 
It feels more 
like a flat in 
Paris, London, 
or New York. 
It’s very 
cosmopolitan.” 

Opposite, top to bottom: The 

master bedroom is covered in 

JIM THOMPSON Jim’s Dream 

wallpaper. Antique Japanese 

hand-painted wood panels hover 

over the bed and an antique 

Chinese carved cinnabar table; 

the vibrant mustard yellow 

kitchen includes an R.M. 

SCHINDLER couch with 

charcoal LORO PIANA fabric. 

The antique Chinese pillar carpet 

is from ARCHITECTURAL 

ANTIQUE-SALVAGE.
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Clockwise from top left: The sunroom is framed by an antique Indian carved 

door surround. A Syrian bone inlay table accompanies the couch covered in 

Bayou fabric by RAOUL TEXTILES. The mustard-yellow living room includes 

two similarly hued couches; ELIZABETH VALLINO; the guest room is home to 

Scalamandre’s Ming Circus wallpaper; light filters through custom Moucharaby 

paneled doors in the living room; chairs with Etro for CLARENCE HOUSE fabric. 


